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Facile one-step photopatterning of polystyrene films

Takashi Ubukata, Yusuke Moriya and Yasushi Yokoyama

The development of nano- and micropatterned materials is a key component of advanced nanotechnology. We report herein,

a photo-based method for patterning general-purpose polymer films. Patterned ultraviolet (UV) light irradiation of a thin

polystyrene film under controlled temperature generates surface relief structures by mass transfer from shaded to irradiated

areas. The resulting surface relief structure can be arbitrarily erased by heating and reconstructed by patterned UV light

irradiation, and this process is repeatable. This new method thus enables fabrication of dynamic reversible patterning

structures from various general polymers.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the past four decades, photolithography has been an important
method for forming patterning structures on photoresponsive films.
With increasing miniaturization, device density has increased.1,2

Several patterning methods exist today, making photolithography a
versatile tool.3,4

Among existing patterning methods, the photoinduced surface
relief grating (SRG) formation on films containing azobenzene
chromophore is both attractive and novel, as documented in a recent
book5 and reviews.6–10 The key to SRG formation is thought to be
repeatable trans–cis–trans isomerization cycling and reorientation of
the azobenzene chromophore upon irradiation with polarized visible
(vis) light, typically from the 488- or 514-nm lines of an argon ion
laser. SRGs are fabricated by mass transport when an azobenzene-
containing film is irradiated with spatially patterned light at
temperatures below the film’s glass transition temperature (Tg).
On films containing azobenzene chromophore, photoinduced SRG

formation by this method has significant technological advantages
because it involves just a facile, entirely optical single step with no wet
chemistry. In addition, SRGs can be erased using uniform light or
heating above Tg

11 and then reconstructed, suggesting possible
applications such as for active optical devices and memories.6,9,12–14

However, this method also has a significant disadvantage: its use of
azobenzene compounds as optical elements. Such use is undesirable
because both the trans and cis isomers of push–pull-type azobenzene
compounds, which are typically used to form SRG materials,
have strong absorption bands in the vis region. A sophisticated
solution has been reported that involves the formation of colorless
SRGs by the use of the SRG-forming materials with detachable
azobenzene units.15,16 Another novel solution has also been reported
that involves photoinduced SRG formation on films containing

photochromic compounds other than azobenzenes in which one of
the two stable isomers is colorless.17–20 Finally, a solution of particular
interest has been reported, in which SRGs on amorphous molecular
films of photochromic spirooxazine were shown to be erasable by
heating. Furthermore, these films could be reversibly constructed
by spatially patterned light irradiation without a significant photo or
thermal degradation.19 However, this last system is unstable against
self-crystallization and mechanical stress because the amorphous film
is composed of low molecular weight molecules.
In this study, we investigated reversible SRG formation using general

purpose polymer films containing no photochromic agent. To our
knowledge, this is the first time that such a strategy has been considered.
Several publications are devoted to simple methods of fabrication
of surface relief structures involving systems that do not need photo-
isomerization.21–48 However, the majority of these methods involve
photoablation,21–26 photopolymerization27–29 or photocrosslinking.30–44

Hence, reversible SRG formation has not been reported in these systems.
For the general purpose polymer in our investigation, we selected

polystyrene (PS). Among its advantages, it is ubiquitous and
commercially available. Moreover, a PS-based system not only avoids
the problems associated with azobenzene-functionalized compounds
but also does not contain any additional dyes and is thus transparent
to vis light, greatly expanding the range of possible applications. An
encouraging related fact is that even pure PS films produce reversible
SRGs, suggesting that photoisomerization of the chromophore is not
always essential for lateral mass transfer.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Materials
Monodisperse PS samples were purchased from Shodex, Tokyo, Japan (Mw¼
2.97� 103, Mw/Mn¼ 1.05, Mw¼ 4.49� 103, Mw/Mn¼ 1.04, Mw¼ 1.07� 104,
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Mw/Mn¼ 1.02 and Mw¼ 1.98� 104, Mw/Mn¼ 1.02), Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill,

MA, USA (Mw¼ 3.35� 103, Mw/Mn¼ 1.10) and Chemco Scientific Co., Ltd.,

Osaka, Japan (Mw¼ 6.5� 104, Mw/Mno1.06) and used without further

purification. Chloroform for the film preparation was of a spectroscopic grade

(Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan).

Film preparation
A thin PS film was prepared by spin coating from a chloroform solution of PS

(typically 1.1wt%) on a clean glass, quartz or CaF2 substrate. A spincoater

(Mikasa 1H-D7, Mikasa Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was used with two program

steps (step 1: 1000 r.p.m., 50 s; step 2: 3000 r.p.m., 2 s). Film thickness was

calculated by curve fitting the reflection fringe obtained from a UV–vis–near-

infrared (IR) spectrometer (Jasco V-670, Jasco Corporation, Hachioji, Japan)

equipped with an absolute reflectance measurement unit (ARSN-733). Typical

thicknesses were in the range 160–180 nm.

Photoirradiation
A high-pressure mercury lamp (Ushio SX-UI 500HQ, Ushio Inc., Tokyo,

Japan) was used as a UV-light source. Light from the lamp was passed through

a water filter (5 cm) and a long-pass filter (UV29). It was then collimated to

obtain a homogeneous light intensity of 175mWcm�2, evaluated at a

wavelength of 500 nm using a power meter (Newport 1830-C, Newport

Corporation, Irvine, CA, USA) equipped with a detector (818-UV) over the

entire irradiated area. Light intensity was measured in this manner for two

reasons: an emission line to produce SRG could not be separated and

experiments of SRG production were performed using some types of long-

pass filters. To estimate UV intensity more accurately, the intensity of light

through a water filter, UV29, and a bandpass filter, UVD33S, was measured. By

superimposing UVD33S, the UV intensity was decreased by 78–71%, depend-

ing on the detection wavelength from 277 to 366nm. Considering the

transmittance of UVD33S in the UV region, the UV intensity used in the

experiments (175mWcm�2 at 500 nm) corresponds to the UV intensity from

46 to 57mWcm�2 at 277 and 365 nm. However, this value was overesitmated

because the UV light includes ineffective emission lines such as 313, 334 and

366nm for SRG production. Patterned light irradiation was performed using

the light source described above through a custom-made photomask (Toppan

Printing Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan)49 attached to the PS film. A gap of B1mm
was produced between the photomask and the film surface by a bump in the

film at the edge of the substrate. During irradiation, the film was set on a

hotplate (Corning PC-420D, Corning Incorporated, New York, NY, USA) and

the film temperature was measured using an IR thermometer (Horiba IT-550,

Horiba Ltd., Kyoto, Japan). After irradiation, the film was immediately

quenched to room temperature.

Physical measurements
UV–vis spectra were recorded on a UV–vis spectrometer (Shimadzu Multispec-

1500, Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan) to confirm the film quality.

Surface relief structures were observed with an atomic force microscope (AFM;

Shimadzu 9500 (Shimadzu Corporation) equipped with an Olympus OMCL-

TR800PSA-1 (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) cantilever or SII SPA300/

SPI3700 (Seiko Instruments Inc., Chiba, Japan) equipped with a SN-AF1

cantilever) in the contact mode. Relief height is defined as the difference in the

vertical distance between the central part of the irradiated and shaded areas.

Values of Tg for each PS sample in the bulk were obtained with a differential

scanning calorimeter (Seiko Instruments DSC6100, Seiko Instruments Inc.)

equipped with an instrument controller (Extra6000) at a heating/cooling rate

of 10Kmin�1. Changes in PS thermal properties upon UV light irradiation

were measured using the cast PS film in an aluminum pan at heating and

cooling rates of 5Kmin�1 and 20Kmin�1, respectively. PS molecular weights

after irradiation were determined using a gel permeation chromatograph

(Shimadzu CBM-20 A/LC20AD, Shimadzu Corporation) equipped with a gel

permeation chromatograph-802C/803C column in CTO-20 A (313K) and a

UV-light detector (SPD-10 A, 262nm). Samples were dissolved in chloroform,

which was used as the moving phase (flow rate 0.5mlmin�1). IR spectra were

recorded using a Fourier transform IR spectrometer (Jasco FT/IR-4100, Jasco

Corporation).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SRG topology on PS film
Figure 1 shows AFM images of the surface relief structures of
PS films after UV light irradiation through various photomask
patterns. Irradiation through a grating photomask produces a regular
sinusoidal surface modulation (Figure 1a). Its spatial period, 8mm, is
coincident with that of the photomask, and the observed modulation
depth is 4200 nm, larger than the initial film thickness of 170 nm.
The photomodulated structure remains stable and unchanged for at
least 14 months at room temperature. When the patterned UV light
irradiation was performed using the grating photomask with different
periods, modulation depth changed depending on the periods
(Supplementary Figure S1).
To investigate the direction of material transfer, we performed an

additional experiment, irradiation through a single-slit photomask
(Figure 1b; slit width 4.0mm). The cross-sectional topography shows
the top of the convex irradiated area to be higher and the base of
the depression to be lower than the initial surface level. Thus,
lateral material transfer clearly occurs from the shaded areas to the
irradiated areas, enabling the formation of variable surface structures
(Figures 1c and d).
To induce the formation of surface relief structures, PS films must

be irradiated with photons of sufficient energy. We therefore
performed irradiation by passing light from a high-pressure mercury
lamp (Ushio Inc. SX-UI 500HQ) through a 5-cm water filter to
eliminate IR radiation, and then through various long-pass
filters (UV27, 29, 31, 35 and Pyrex glass). Long-wavelength light
provided by the UV31, UV35 and Pyrex glass filters did not
induce any surface relief structures on the film. In contrast,
short-wavelength light provided by the UV27 and UV29 filters
induced sufficient SRGs. For the UV27 filter, the cross-sections of
the induced SRGs frequently showed scraped features at the top of the
convex center of the irradiated region (Supplementary Figure S2),
resulting in a lower relief height (10 nm) than that produced by the
UV29 filter (80 nm) under the same conditions (175mWcm�2,
90min, 368K). We presume that the scraped features are caused
by ablation.
These results indicate that deep-UV light of wavelength o300 nm,

sufficient to excite the electronic state of PS, is essential for inducing
SRGs on PS films. However, light of much shorter wavelength, such as
254 nm, tends to induce ablation by producing volatiles at the
irradiated area,50–57 and hence may decrease SRG formation.
Therefore, we performed further irradiation experiments by passing
light from a high-pressure mercury lamp through a water filter and
then through a long-pass filter (UV29).

Temperature dependence of SRG topology
The efficiency of PS transfer strongly depends on the temperature of
the film during spatially patterned UV light irradiation. Figure 2
shows plots of relief height as a function of film temperature for PS
films of various molecular weights and accordingly different values of
Tg. For the PS film ofMw¼ 2.97� 103, film height increases gradually
at T¼ 351K (4K higher than the bulk value of Tg) and reaches a
maximum at B368K (21K higher than the bulk value of Tg). The
various relief heights follow an approximately Gaussian distribution
centered at this maximum temperature. For the PS films of different
molecular weights, film height behaves similarly, showing maximum
mass transfer efficiency B20K higher than the associated Tg value.
This temperature dependence is probably due to competition between
increasing molecular mobility and the smoothing effect of surface
tension58,59 with increasing temperature.60 The PS films with much
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higher Mw also exhibited similar tendency regarding temperature
dependence, and efficient maximum mass transfer was observed at
B40K higher than the associated Tg value (Supplementary Figure

S3). Thus, it is demonstrated that this SRG formation method can be
applied to PS films of various molecular weights.

Irradiation-time dependence of SRG morphology
To investigate the process of mass transfer, we examined, by AFM,
surface relief structures produced with different irradiation times.
Figure 3 shows plots of relief height as a function of irradiation time
for PS films. Initially, the surface relief structure grows slowly, probably
because relief formation requires an induction period. After irradiation
for 90 min, the cross-sectional morphology remains stably sinusoidal
and the relief height reaches a maximum of 220nm. After irradiation
for 4120min, the cross-sectional morphology of each convex surface
relief structure changes into two split peaks with a small trench, which
resembles SRG produced by long-pass filter UV27 rather than UV29
(Supplementary Figure S2a), and the relief height decreases gradually as
the trench grows deeper (Supplementary Figures S4a and b). These
results suggest that photoreaction, including ablation, occurs preferen-
tially at the center of persistently irradiated regions because of the
gradation amount of lateral transfer of fresh PS molecules. In fact, we
observed an obvious decrease in thickness after prolonged uniform UV
light irradiation of the PS film under the same conditions as those used
for fabrication of the surface relief structure (23% decrease in thickness
after irradiation for 90min) (Supplementary Figure S5). Significantly,
the flow of lateral material transfer from shaded to irradiated areas
exceeds the amount of ablation at the irradiated areas. Hence, a convex
structure emerges at the irradiated areas.
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Figure 2 Plots of relief height as a function of film (thickness 180nm)

temperature for three PS films (circles: Mw¼2.97�103, Tg¼347 K;

squares: Mw¼4.49�103, Tg¼359K and diamonds: Mw¼10.7�103,

Tg¼369 K). The films were measured after UV light irradiation through a
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this figure is available at Polymer Journal online.
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Figure 1 AFM images of the surface relief structures in PS (various Mw values) films of various thicknesses after UV light irradiation for 90 min at various

temperatures through various photomask patterns: (a) Mw¼4.49�103, 170nm, 381K, pattern of stripes with a period of 8mm; (b) Mw¼2.97�103,

54 nm, 368 K, pattern with a single 4.0-mm-wide slit; (c) Mw¼4.49�103, 170nm, 384 K, pattern of rectangles with dimensions of 4�8mm2 separated

by 4mm and (d) Mw¼4.49�103, 170nm, 384 K, the inverted image of (c). A full color version of this figure is available at Polymer Journal online.
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Mechanism of SRG formation
To further investigate the irradiated area, we irradiated the thin PS
film uniformly under the same conditions as those used for
fabrication of the surface relief structure. Figure 4 shows UV–vis
absorption spectra of the PS film. After irradiation for 90min (dashed
line), absorbance 4225 nm is markedly higher than that before
irradiation (solid line), indicating modification of the PS molecule by
a ketone group and generation of an unsaturated chain.54 After
immersion overnight in chloroform (dotted line), which is a good
solvent for PS, most of the film dissolves.
Figure 5 shows gel permeation chromatograph plots for solutions

from a specimen after different irradiation times, normalized to the
peak intensity of the original PS molecule observed after a retention
time of 29.8min. As irradiation time increases, components with
retention times shorter than that of the original PS peak appear and
increase. This result indicates that dimerization and further oligomer-
ization of the PS molecule occur upon irradiation. In addition,
simultaneous fragmentation of the PS molecule occurs at longer
retention times than for the original PS peak. Such photoreactions
were accelerated when the PS film was irradiated with deep-UV
light including wavelength of o300 nm at elevated temperature.
(Supplementary Figure S6). Thus, it is confirmed that the generation
of SRG is closely related to the photoreaction of PS. Among the
numerous mechanisms for the photoreaction of PS, following
reactions are accepted as part of photoreactions of solid PS in
air.61–64 When irradiated with deep-UV light, PS forms a PS radical,
which leads to a peroxy radical and eventually PS hydroperoxide. The
latter photolyzes into an alkoxy radical, leading to chain scission
with the formation of a shorter chain PS radical and carbonyl species.
In fact, our Fourier transform-IR spectra show the generation
of carbonyl and hydroxy groups (Supplementary Figure S7),
indicating that degradative photooxidation occurs during photoirra-
diation.65–66 Thus, we assume that PS-related radicals such as PS and
alkoxy radicals might recombine to produce dimers and further
oligomers.
We immersed formed SRGs overnight in chloroform and observed

the surface of the immersed substrates by AFM. A relief structure
prepared by irradiation for 90min is completely washed out and only
the flat substrate remains. However, relief structures prepared by

irradiation for 490min show vestigial relief structures whose heights
increase with irradiation time (Figure 3; also Supplementary Figures
S4c and d). This result suggests that PS is crosslinked and fixed at the
irradiated regions.
From these results, we propose that the driving force of mass

transport is the difference between the diffusibilities of original PS at
the shaded region and the photoreacted PS at the irradiated
region.19,67–69 Irradiated PS molecules undergo photooxidation and
dimerization, which suppresses mobility relative to the original PS
molecules. In fact, we observed a slight but definite increase in Tg

after irradiation (Supplementary Figure S8). This result implies an
increase in the viscosity of the PS film at the irradiated region at a
constant temperature. Such a difference in diffusibility should induce
a PS molecule to flow from shaded to irradiated regions. In addition,
surface tension should cause SRG structural features to become
sinusoidal.
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Figure 4 UV–vis absorption spectra of a PS (Mw¼3.35�103) film

(thickness 160 nm). The film was measured at three stages: before UV light

irradiation (solid line), after UV light irradiation for 90min at 379 K (dashed
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Figure 5 Gel permeation chromatographs of the immersed solution from a

PS (Mw¼3.35�103) film (thickness 160 nm) after different irradiation

times (0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 min) at 379 K.

The charts are normalized to the original PS molecule peak intensity

observed at a retention time of 29.8min. The vertical dotted reference lines

correspond to the following PS molecular weights: (a) Mw¼6.5�104;

(b) Mw¼3.0�104; (c) Mw¼1.34�104; (d) Mw¼1.07�104;

(e) Mw¼6.93�103 and (f) Mw¼3.35�103. A full color version of this

figure is available at Polymer Journal online.
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Reversibility of SRG formation
As mentioned in the Introduction, an important advantage
of a photoinduced SRG system as a micro-manufacturing method
is that an SRG can be erased by heating and then reconstructed
by irradiation with patterned light. We investigated the possibility of
such reversibility in our SRG system. The possibility of erasing the
SRG structure was first investigated. We found that the SRG structure
formed on the PS film can be erased by heating but not by uniform
UV light irradiation, just as we had observed and reported previously
for amorphous spirooxazine molecular film.19 The degree of
photoreaction determines whether SRG can be erased (Supple-
mentary Figure S9). Although the SRG structure before crosslinking
was erased rapidly, the SRG structure after crosslinking could not be
erased completely by heating. Thus, the SRG structure was produced
by short-time irradiation time so that crosslinking might not proceed
in reversible SRG formation experiments.
The SRG structure can then be reconstructed on the film in a

manner similar to that of its first photoinscription. Figures 6a and b
show AFM images taken after the sixth cycle of patterned UV light
irradiation and heating of the PS film. Figure 6c shows a plot of
SRG relief height as a function of cycle number; reversible SRG
formation can apparently be performed for at least seven cycles with a
constant amplitude of B50nm. Figure 6d lists the required condi-
tions for successful writing and erasing. Here, the writing time was
shortened according to the repeated cycles to obtain a constant
amplitude, because the growth of SRG was slow in the initial stage as
shown in Figure 3. The temperature during both writing and erasing
must be increased over the course of the repeated cycles (for writing,
from 379 to 414K; for erasing, from 396 to 455K). However, a
completely flat surface could not be obtained after the eighth heating

process. These results indicate that randomization of the photoreac-
tant by heating allows the film to initialize a photogenerated SRG only
as long as photopolymerization does not proceed to a significant
extent.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have succeeded in reversible SRG formation using
general purpose PS films by repeated processes of spatially patterned
UV light irradiation and heating. When a film is irradiated with
spatially patterned UV light that can excite the electronic state of PS,
surface relief structures are produced because of lateral material
transfer from shaded to irradiated areas. The efficiency of SRG
formation heavily depends on the temperature of the film; SRG
structures are formed efficiently at temperatures B20K higher than
the bulk glass transition temperature. SRG growth is synchronized
with PS photoreaction, including photooxidation and dimerization.
Thus, we propose that surface relief structures are formed because of
the difference between the diffusibilities of the irradiated photoreacted
PS and the shaded original PS. This SRG formation method can be
applied to PS of various molecular weights and generalized to
different polymer systems.
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